All over the world, many research studies focus on developing and enhancing real-time communications between various transport stakeholders in urban environments. Such motivation can be justified by the growing importance of pollution caused by the transport sector in urban areas. In this work, we propose an approach of assistance for displacement in urban environment taking advantages of multimodal urban transportation means, where several modes of public transports are available. In addition, we also consider the possibility of using both private modes of transport and cities parking. The proposed distributed approach described in this paper is based on an abstraction of a city multimodal graph according to the available modes of public transport and road traffic and transition graph approach to move from a mode to the other mode. Numerical results are developed to justify the effectiveness of our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Displacements in urban environments are one of the major problems facing most supercities around the world. In addition to the pollution and time waste generated by traffic jams expectations while looking-up for parking spots to park private vehicles [1] , urban mobility favors certain health disturbances among cities citizens. In recent year authorities have encouraged the use of a diversity of transport modes in order to reduce the impact of this problem [2] .
Several solutions have then been developed to help users to choose the optimal path to follow to reach their destinations. Early solutions concerned each a particular mode of public transport and each operator proposed a system that manages its own network. Subsequently, other solutions made it possible to propose the best optimal paths by combining two or more modes of public transports [3] [4] .
Currently, researches are moving towards the proposal of an urban mobility management system by considering both all available cities public modes of transports, traffic road states and the availability of city car parks. Thus, the optimal route for a user would be to drive his private vehicle to a parking lot, then take a series of public transport lines.
In order to be able to ally with the development of the city's urban transport infrastructure, urban travel assistance services must be able to consider the growing complexity of public transport networks, road traffic density and daily requests for parking space.
Several studies examine the possibility of establishing both multimodal transport networks models, road states and the availability of car parks in order to propose approaches that calculate and determine the most appropriate paths for a user's request. These approaches must be robust enough to keep their efficiency and effectiveness as the complexity of the multimodal network and the amount of data to be processed increases.
The major issues in the development of these approaches can then be considered in two aspects: 1) Management of heterogeneous data: Different modes correspond to a set of navigation datasets which are acquired, stored and managed by different public or private organizations. Likewise, car parks management systems make it possible to retrieve data concerning the availability of car parks at a given moment and to predict the occupancy rate for a later date. By the same token, road traffic supervision systems provide real time data not only from traffic roads states but also a full history of occupancy rate related to road traffic arcs [5] .
2) Multimodal network and optimal path finding approach: Different types of data should be considered in determining the optimal path in a multimodal network. Various works then seek to elaborate the problem modeling approach which allows an adequate structuration and an easy accessibility to the information which is necessary for different computations [6] . Likewise, the resolution approach must also be sufficiently powerful and flexible to be able to maintain its performance when increasing the size of the multimodal network [7] .
In the present paper we are going to present a new model of the multimodal network based on the graph theory and a parallel distributed approach to propose optimal paths between two points in a city.
The rest of the paper will be developed as follows: in Section II we present definitions of the concepts necessary for the description of the problem and the proposed solution. These definitions concern the modeling of the multimodal transport network using graph theory. Then we proceed in the third part to the mathematical modeling of the problems in www.ijacsa.thesai.org order to propose the approaches of resolution allowing at first to reduce the complexity of the problems and then to propose the optimal solutions. We conclude our work with a conclusion and perspectives.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we present some necessary definitions for the formulation of the optimal path problem in a multimodal transport network using graph theory approach. The particularity of the problem is that the multimodal transport network contains several subnetworks, each subnetwork refers to either a particular mode of transport or the road traffic network of the city.
The model should propose an optimal structuring of the data in such a way that the system could have rapid access to each arc at any subnetwork of the multimodal network. Then it would be able to react in real time on following any change that may happen on an arc of the multimodal network. Different models have been proposed to consider the dynamic particularity mentioned above, generally based on graph theory: hypergraph theory [8] [9] [10], hierarchical graph [11] , colored graph approach [12] and transfer graph approach [13] . However, most models fail to consider the following three components of a city's multimodal network simultaneously: public transport modes, road traffic network and city car parks [14] .
In our study, we consider a global multimodal network composed of: a set of monomodal public transport networks, a set of parking spaces and a traffic road network. Each component of the multimodal network has its own specific parameters.
So, in regard to the resolution approach, the procedure of calculating the shortest path should be able to keep its efficiency and computing power when changing the size of the multimodal network; In most studies, the optimal path resolution approach in a multimodal network is considered as a whole. Thus, to perform calculations, the approach must traverse all nodes and arcs of the said network, which slows down the computation process and reduces the system performances.
Wherefore, in the approach, the calculations are done in a parallel and distributed way for each component of the global network. Thus, to calculate the optimal path between two points of a multimodal network, our approach consists on making intermediate calculations for each sub graph before considering the whole multimodal network. This need to reduce the size of the graph is justified by the complexity of the problem. Thus, with a graph of nodes, edges and modes of transport, the corresponding graph generated will have a complexity in at least of [15] [16] .
In the following, we define some concepts that will allow to present our model and our approach of resolution:
Let denotes a multimodal transport graph, where { } is a set of nodes belonging to the mode , is a set of modes, is a set of packing spaces.
An edge defined by expresses that it is possible to go from node to node using transport mode . A value is associated to each edge indicating the cost of the edge at departure time according to the criterion (e.g., distance or duration).
A. Définition1: Multimodal Path
Given a multimodal transport graph . A multimodal path is a sequence of possible edges to go from the node to the node , (
).
B. Définition2: Cost Function
The vector-valued function: represents the cost of the path departing at time according to the criteria . is a set of vectors, where each vector represents a criterion.
C. Definition 3: Optimal Path Problem
Given a graph , the optimal path problem according to the criteria consists in calculating a path from node to node departing at where is minimal. This is called the optimal path (OP).
D. Transition Graph
Given a multimodal graph , the transition graph is defined as where is the set of monomodal graphs, and is the set of virtual transition edges which interconnect them. Each component is such that
The transition graph model consists in abstracting different modes of transport on the same map; we can distinguish in a transfer graph between two groups of paths: intracomponents paths and inter-components paths. An intercomponent path refers to a path that connects two nodes belonging to distinct modes of transport [17] , while an intracomponent path defines a path that links two nodes belonging to the same mode of transport A citizen can drive his own car from an initial point to a second point, then park his car in a parking lot and finish his travel with a public mode of transport. Different parameters related to the state of an arc of a road network are updated by users who browse it in real time.
In the current study, transfer node represents walking movements either to go from a parking space to a public transport mode (if the latest mode of transport is a private vehicle), or to go from a station of a mode of transport to a station of another mode of transport.
III. PROBLEM RESOLUTION AND RESULTS
The objective function is a multi-objective function. Indeed, by varying the multimodal path between two nodes of the multimodal graph, various parameters can vary (duration, cost, level of comfort ...).
Let
be a multimodal path from node to node . The optimal path between a node belonging to a mode to a node belonging to a mode according to the criteria can be defined as follow:
Where:
: logical variable defines whether the edge linking a node belonging to a mode to a node j belonging to a mode n is used or not.
(
): cost function of the direct arc linking a node belonging to a mode to a node j belonging to a mode n departing at time .
The optimal global function should consider all possible criterions and proposes the set of optimal paths according to all criterions.
In our study, for problem simplification reasons, we consider that the optimal global function is a direct weighting of optimal paths according to each criterion [18] .
The minimization of the global function can be written as follow:
Where are weighting coefficients and refers to a user's preference according to the criteria .
The optimization of the global function is subject to the following constraints: www.ijacsa.thesai.org
Where refers to a private mode.
The equation (3) ensures that each node of the proposed paths is visited once at maximum.
The constraint (4) ensures that each arc is traveled by one mode of transport at maximum and the constraints (5) ensures that if a user leaves his car in a city's parking lot, the rest of the proposed path must not propose a return to his private vehicle.
The problem of the optimal path according to criterions in a multimodal transport network composed of nodes and is a multiobjective function with complexity of (rn ) [19] . In the literature, the common difficulty resides in maintaining performance of the approach when the considered network becomes larger and more complex [20] [21] .
In the proposed work, we propose an approach allowing to reduce the complexity of the problem based particularly on The Depths-First-Search algorithm described in Algorithm 2 which is at a difficulty of (| | | |). The approach is based on the following ideas: 1) Reduce the size of the whole multimodal graph and assign for each mode of public transport/ road traffic network the corresponding sub-graph.
2) Look for the possible paths between the nodes and then evaluate them according to each desired criterion (duration, cost…), which makes it possible to go from a complexity of (rn ) to a (| | | |) problem complexity.
3) Evaluate the possible paths according to each classified parameters of the user then assign weighting coefficients. this is the fastest approach for multi-objective evaluation [16] . 4) In order not to repeat similar calculations we propose at first to check if the system has already responded to a similar request. If the case, it exploits them. Otherwise, it proceeds normally to the calculations.
In order to validate the performance of our proposed approach, and evaluate the win of each of the proposed ideas, we performed a number of experimental tests. We test and compare our approach in terms of execution time according to the size of the network considered.
We consider 10 main networks varying from 50 nodes to 10 000 nodes. We consider three main approaches:
1) The whole graph is considered, and the Algorithm 1 is considered from the step 3.
2) The transition graph is considered, but the second step is skipped in order to do all necessary calculations.
3) The whole algorithm is considered and previous requests and proposed multimodal paths are taken into consideration in order to reduce calculations. Thus, following a user's request, an optimal path should be calculated as described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Resolution Approach Algorithm
Require: (Multimodal-Graph, Start-Node, Destination-Node, Levels of preferences)
1. Create the simplified transition associated graph based on the multimodal-Graph.
2. Search in the Database for similar queries.
3. Determine possible multimodal paths from the starting point to the desired destination.
The used method for in this step is defined in Algorithm 2.
4. Evaluate possible multimodal paths according to the levels of preferences defined by the user.
5.
Classify the set of evaluated paths according to user preferences.
6. Propose the optimal paths to user request.
7. Validate the chosen path and save the experience.
The second step of the Algorithm 1 is based on the DFS approach defined in Algorithm 2 Create a list of that vertex's adjacent nodes. Add the ones which aren't in the visited list to the top of stack.}
Until stack is empty}
Results of simulations of the programs under MATLAB student-use software using a configuration computer: Intel Core i3-370M, 2.40GHz and RAM 4 GB, show at Figure 2 that from a network of 1000 nodes, the last two approaches show a high efficiency compared to the first approach. Indeed, in the second approach, the global graph is abstracted into subgraphs, this distributed approach makes it then possible to simplify the problem and consequently to reduce the execution time. The third approach, in addition to the advantages of the distributed aspect of its execution, it makes it possible to benefit from the previous experiences recorded in the database of the system. It consequently eliminates some calculation operations and subsequently reduces the execution time.
IV. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
The proposed work is useful to find the optimal multimodal paths in a multimodal network of transportation composed of a set of monomodal public transportation networks (Tramway, train, metro…), of road traffic network and a set of available parking in a city.
The global multimodal network is abstracted into subgraphs where each graph refers either to a monomodal public transportation network or a traffic road network. The distribution of the problem makes it easier to solve, and allows acting on a sub-graph without affecting other monomodal subgraphs.
The proposed resolution approach takes advantage of the simplification of the problem obtained by its abstraction and shows good results compared to the case where the whole network is considered in calculations.
In the third approach, artificial intelligence is integrated to identify whether the system has already responded to a similar request. In this, calculations aren't to be redone which impact positively the execution time and improve the efficiency of the system.
As perspective, different possible approaches for artificial intelligence could be compared in order to identify similarities and choose the most appropriate for the problem. 
